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TURNING
INSIDE OUT
WHEN DESIGNING PREMISES FOR A NEW DIGITAL
TV STATION IN BANGKOK, ARCHITECTKIDD TURNED
THEIR ENTIRE DESIGN APPROACH UPSIDE DOWN
AND THE EXISTING BUILDING INSIDE OUT.

Above: The repurposed
building was formerly a
showroom. Value was
recognised in its skeleton
of steel framework, which
inspired a new outer layer of
bent steel tubing

Right: The transparency of
the facade is evident at night,
when the circulation zone
skirting the mezzanine and
second floors becomes a visual
feature. Photo by Luke Yeung
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Just two short years ago, Thailand was thrust
into the digital TV age when the country’s
Broadcast Commission awarded new licenses
through auction. At the forefront of this new media
revolution was the Nation Multimedia Group,
founded in 1971 and famous for its flagship
English newspaper, The Nation. In 2014, Nation
Multimedia Group announced the launch of digital
channel Now 26, and for their new station they
required a home – enter Architectkidd.
“The headquarters of the Nation Group are
way out in Bang Na district – a long way from the
heart of Bangkok,” explains Luke Yeung, the Hong
Kong-born, Canada-raised designer who is one of
three partners at Architectkidd (along with interior
designer Udomsak Komonvilas and architect
Jariyawadee Lekawatana). “I think that’s why they
chose such a central location for this new project,”
reflects Yeung. Indeed, the TV station occupies a
prime site in the middle of Siam – a sprawling city
shopping district equivalent to Orchard Road in
Singapore or Central in Hong Kong.
According to Yeung, the client brief was simple:
to create an office space and production facility
that was both visible to and accessible by the
general public. Normally in Bangkok, due to the
predominately concrete construction, a substantial
change in a building’s function makes it cheaper
to tear it down and begin again, but Architectkidd
soon discovered that they had something unique
to work with. Previously, the building had been a
Toyota showroom for new technology, purposebuilt by a Japanese construction firm with a strong
steel framework. It provided the architects with a
solid platform for planning their design.
“Our primary motivation was utilising the
existing steel structure to inspire a new outer
layer – exposing the building’s guts, as it were,”

“AS A COLLECTIVE, WE ARE ALWAYS
ATTEMPTING TO SEEK OUT THE URBAN
VERNACULAR, AND FIND UTILITARIAN
OBJECTS THAT ARE NOT PURPOSELY
DESIGNED BUT NEVERTHELESS CREATE
INTERESTING PATTERNS. WE FEEL THAT
THIS ‘UNDESIGNED DESIGN’ IS A UNIQUE
CHARACTERISTIC OF BANGKOK.”
» Luk e Yeung

Top left: Within the television
studio on the second storey,
the steel tubes reappear as
a continuous wall and ceiling
plane that forms a backdrop for
filming. Photo by Luke Yeung

Bottom left: The ground-level
café is open to the public, and
contains a custom-designed
table that continues the
exterior aesthetic. Stairs
are an invitation to the
mezzanine level

Above: The building’s steel
armature is multi-layered,
incorporating existing
structural beams, new bent
steel tubing and other conduits
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“OUR PRIMARY MOTIVATION
WAS UTILISING THE EXISTING
STEEL STRUCTURE TO INSPIRE
A NEW OUTER LAYER.”
» Luk e Yeung

says Yeung. Of particular fascination was the steel
tubing that served as a network of conduits for the
internal electrical systems – essential components
of the building’s construction, but not elements
that were designed by architects. Architectkidd
chose 19mm-diameter steel hollow tubes as the
primary architectural material. “As a collective,
we are always attempting to seek out the urban
vernacular, and find utilitarian objects that are
not purposely designed but nevertheless create
interesting patterns. We feel that this ‘undesigned
design’ is a unique characteristic of Bangkok,” says
Yeung. Having identified the approach they wanted
to take, the next step was figuring out how to
make it work.
This involved first finding out how to
manipulate steel tubing. They discovered there are

tools used for curving and shaping tubing that are
so versatile that the pipes could be used as a core
material for everything: including the backdrop
of the TV studio, ceiling finish, furniture in the
ground-floor coffee shop, and – most importantly
– the exterior.
The biggest challenge for the team was
understanding and developing the required skill
level for bending the steel. “We started with zero
knowledge,” says Yeung. Realising the learning
curve that lay head, Architectkidd planned for a
construction process that would be progressive,
beginning with the simplest work first, and then
building up to the most complicated – by which
point they hoped the construction crew would
have mastered the techniques required. He adds,
“Normally on a project, you try to make all
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Left: The main street elevation
communicates the progressive
development of steel-bending
skills, with simple diagonals on
the left developing into more
complex curves on the right

Right: In a corridor outside
the TV studio on the second
storey, glass and a light grey
polyurethane floor finish reflect
daylight evocatively behind the
porous tube framework
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“WE LOVED THE IDEA THAT THE DESIGN
WAS UNPREDICTABLE, AND THAT THE
END RESULT WAS A DIRECT OUTCOME
OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS.”
_
SECTIONAL AXONOMETRIC

» Luk e Yeung

decisions before you start, providing a precise
blueprint for the constructors. But for Now 26, we
left many decisions to be made later. In some ways,
this redefined what we are able to do as designers
and architects.”
For a visual map of their approach, you need
look no further than the front of the finished
building. In the top left corner, where work
commenced on the exterior, you see simple
patterns and diagonal lines. As the workers gained
confidence, they moved toward the centre where
the bending work became more ambitious. This
included wrapping the steel tubing completely
around the main staircase to create a threedimensional effect. By the time they reached the
entrance, the last part to be completed, they had
the ability to bend the tubes in a freeform style,
ultimately spiralling in a helix toward the ground.
The intended result, says Yeung, is that: “From afar,
the building is white and opaque, with the exterior
rendering the effect of a solid surface composed
of diagonals and contours. Up close, the exterior
appears transparent, like a wire frame that wraps
around and into the interior.
“We loved the idea that the design was
unpredictable, and that the end result was a direct
outcome of the construction process,” he adds.
“Also, due to the steel framework of the building,
this was not just a cosmetic procedure, covering
up an ugly exterior. Instead, this was something a
little deeper. It’s a direct result of the process and
not just the style. What we have taken from this
project is the ability to design something without
having everything already fixed and determined; it’s
opened up endless new possibilities for us.” 
«

NOW 26
CLIENT Nation Multimedia Group
ARCHITECT AND INTERIOR
DESIGNER Architectkidd
PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS Luke
Yeung, Sorawut Kittibanthorn, Mana
Nampanwiwat, Korpong Sanaha,
Tamfun Vatayanon, Tammarat Rodpul
LIGHTING DESIGNER Goodlux
Design Consultancy
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER Thai
Obayashi
CONTRACTOR Thai Obayashi
TIME TO COMPLETE 7 months
TOTAL FLOOR AREA 1,000 sqm
ARCHITECTKIDD
(66) 02 714 3468 architectkidd.com
FINISHES
Steel hollow tubes (19mm-diameter
for exterior, 16mm-diameter for
interior). Generally throughout, floors
are light grey polyurethane. Generally
throughout, walls are existing, with new
glass on the ground floor.

Above: The building’s signage
was dematerialised as a series
of diagonal plates whose
legibility depends on the angle
at which they are viewed

Right top and bottom: The
progressive on-the-job
development of steel-bending
skills meant the final building
form was a direct outcome
of the construction process.
Photos by Luke Yeung
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FIXED AND FITTED
In café, kitchen appliances supplied by
Fisher & Paykel.
LIGHTING
Exterior lighting supplied by Lumascape.
Interior lighting supplied by L&E
Thailand.
FURNITURE
In café, custom-designed table with
steel-tube base and glass top. Outdoor
bench beside café supplied by STIL.
Other loose furniture sourced in
Thailand.
Fisher & Paykel Appliances Ltd
fisherpaykel.com/sg (65) 6547 0100
L&E Thailand (66) 0 2248 8133 l-and-e.
com Lumascape (66) 90 941 8096
lumascape.com.au STIL (66) 2 759
7631 s-t-i-l.com
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